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Google Analytics 2.0John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Site Stats on Steroids   

   Is your Web site serving its purpose? To find out, you need to analyze factors related to what the site is supposed to do. Site statistics give you raw numbers, but Web analytics are like site stats on steroids. Analytics crunch those raw numbers into meaningful metrics—information you...
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The Myths of Security: What the Computer Security Industry Doesn't Want You to KnowO'Reilly, 2009
If you think computer security has improved in recent years, The Myths of Security will shake you out of your complacency. Longtime security professional John Viega, formerly Chief Security Architect at McAfee, reports on the sorry state of the industry, and offers concrete suggestions for professionals and individuals confronting the issue. Why is...
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Computational Social Network Analysis: Trends, Tools and Research Advances (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2009

	Social networks provide a powerful abstraction of the structure and dynamics of diverse kinds of people or people-to-technology interaction. Web 2.0 has enabled a new generation of web-based communities, social networks, and folksonomies to facilitate collaboration among different communities.


	This unique text/reference compares...
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The BIOS Companion: The book that doesn't come with your motherboard!BookSurge Publishing, 2004
The instructions that turn a PC into a useful machine come in three stages, starting with application programs, which are loaded by an operating system, which in turn is loaded by a bootstrap loader in the BIOS (the Basic Input/Output System). There are several in a PC, a good example being the one on the video card that controls the interface...
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SAS/FSP 9.2 Procedures GuideSAS Institute, 2008
Provides complete descriptions of all statements, options, windows, and commands that can be used with SAS/FSP software's FSBROWSE, FSEDIT, FSLETTER, and FSVIEW procedures.

The procedures in SAS/FSP software provide convenient interactive facilities for data

entry, editing, and retrieval. Using SAS/FSP software you can


...
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IT Inventory and Resource Management with OCS Inventory NG 1.02Packt Publishing, 2010

	OCS Inventory NG is a cross-platform, open-source inventory and asset management solution. It brings more than plentiful features to the table to satisfy the business needs of small-to-large organizations with up to tens of thousands of computers. However, to put this inventory solution to optimum use requires a lot of skill.


	This...
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Accounting Reference DesktopJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	The Accounting Reference Manual is designed to give the accountant the answers to all of the most important issues that arise during the typical business day. It provides a comprehensive overview of all aspects of the accounting function, including accounting rules and regulations, transactions, control points, and internal and external...
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Guided Waves in Structures for SHM: The Time - domain Spectral Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Understanding and analysing the complex phenomena related to elastic wave propagation has been the subject of intense research for many years and has enabled application in numerous fields of technology, including structural health monitoring (SHM). In the course of the rapid advancement of diagnostic methods utilising elastic wave...
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EPLAN Electric P8 Reference HandbookHanser, 2013

	This reference book, now in its third edition, offers a comprehensive introduction to electrical engineering design with EPLAN Electric P8. Based on Version 2.2 of EPLAN Electric P8, this handbook gives you an introduction to the system basics before going into the range of functions offered by EPLAN Electric P8. This book covers topics such...
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Visualizing Information with Microsoft® Office Visio® 2007McGraw-Hill, 2007
Create and distribute data-connected Microsoft Office Visio diagrams and reports
Get full details on the powerful features of Microsoft Office Visio 2007 inside this comprehensive volume. Written by Visio expert David Parker, Visualizing Information with Microsoft Office Visio 2007 demonstrates how to effectively...
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New Economy Edge: Strategies and Techniques for Boosting Online ProfitabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Reports of the power of the internet - for businesses, customers and consumers - have swung violently in nature during the past decade. Some people claim that the ‘new economy’ is the greatest force since the onset of the Industrial Revolution, while others argue that this is hype, pointing to inflated share prices and business failures...
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The Encyclopedia of Addictive DrugsGreenwood Press, 2002
The Encyclopedia of Addictive Drugs will save readers many hours of time that would otherwise be spent tracking down basic facts in science journals and libraries. This book is useful to a wide variety of persons—from a student doing a term paper to reporters preparing a story, from parents reading that story to a narcotics law enforcement...
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